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INTRODUCTION 
The black bear (Euarctos americanus americanus Pallas) probably 
ha more popular and romantic appeal than any other pecie of North 
American wildlife. To most people the bear truly symbolizes the deep 
wood and wilderne s. Something of its general habit and character-
istics are known to every chool young ter. 
De pite the nearly universal popularity of the black bear among th 
general public there exist many varied and controver ial opinion 
among tho e who become more closely as ociated with the animal. 
When a thriving bear population develop in a tate uch a Maine 
which derives about l2 million dollar in revenue annually from bunter 
expenditure alone the economic tatus and management of the pecie 
become important (Fellow , l 954). Particularly is thi true when 
considered in conjunction with some of Bruin's more displea ing habits 
of killing live tock and raiding camp . 
It was undoubtedly with the e fact in mind that member of the 
1952-54 Maine Legi lature reque ted a bear investigation that would 
provide a ba i for ound Jegi lative action pertinent to management 
of Maine bear resource . 
Present Maine game laws indirectly cla the bear as a predatory 
pecies. Actually no law exi t pertinent to bear pecifically with the 
one exception of the bounty Jaw. 
Sub equent to this Iegi lative reque t, Commi ioner Roland H. 
obb directed the Game Divi ion to conduct uch a tudy which would 
have the following objective : 
I. To determine the di tribut1on of bear within the tate. 
2. To tudy factor influencing the Maine. bear population . 
3. To e timate the ize of Maine bear population . 
4 . To analy e the economic tatus of the bear in Maine. 
5. To formulate rea enable and practical recommendation for the 
ound management of Maine bear . 
o achieve the e objective the pre ent tudy under the Federal 
Aid to Wildlife Restoration Act, wa conducted between July 1, 1953 
and October I, 1954. The investigation wa tate-wide in cope with 
empba i in ections having greater bear densitie . 
Although the project wa of relatively hort duration the 12 regional 
game biologi t a signed to the field work did ama s con iderable data 
throughout the bear range within the State. This publication repre-
7 
ents the collation and analysi of their data and constitutes the final 
report of the bear tudy. It ha been kept as non-technical as po sible 
in order to be of interest and value to all concerned. 
Before contemplating the actual findings of the study it is intere t-
ing to consider the problem which faced the inve tigator . At the very 
outset the question aro e as to how and what technique and method 
hould be employed to achieve the de ired objective . Since there i a 
relative paucity of concrete information regarding the bear, there 
existed neither a known guide nor any demon trated techniques which 
could be followed. Thus, the Game Division was forced to rely on it 
own initiative. Some phase of the work, such as the economic analy-
i and damage tudie , were greatly facilitated by related Pittman-
Robertson studie already in progres or completed. Other aspects 
uch as determination of abundance, distr ibution , food habit and rate 
of increa e, required de igning of experimental techniques. 
Perhap the most ignificant outcome of the investigation was the 
finding that the bounty on bear accompli hed no desirable objective 
and con tituted an unneces ary expen e to the State. It i hoped that 
thi and other findings of the tudy will promote a better under tanding 
of and more sound management for Maine bear resources. 
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LIFE HISTORY 
General Discussion 
A description of the black bear would appear uperOuou in di cus -
ing uch a widely known specie . Other a pect uch a it typical 
li fe cycle are not a well understood. For instance, the tremendou 
ize di crepancy between a female bear and her newborn off pring 
i not generally appreciated. A 300 pound bear may produce a cub 
weighing only 12 ounce at birth. This would be equiva lent to a hu-
man mother of ay 110 pound giving birth to a child weighing only 
41h ounce . 
From 1 to 4 cub are born in mid-wint r while the fema le i in her 
den. aked and helple at birth they grow rapidly and may weigh 
from 5 to 10 pound when they emerge from the den about 3 month 
la ter. U ua lly, the cub travel with the mother throughout tbe fir t 
year and even den with her during the fir t winter after birth. Since 
it i generally believed that bear do not breed until over 2 year o ld , 
and then usually every other year there i li kely little conflict with 
new cub during this first winter. The cub u ually a ociate with the 
mother until the mating ea on during June and July at which time 
the !1/2 -year-old depart on their o n while she eeks a mate. The for-
saken 2-year-old wander and den alone or a litter mate during the 
second winter. As far a is known they reach breeding maturity the 
following ummer and the cycle re umes (Ca halane 1947, Seton 1928 ). 
Mating Habits 
There are everal reliable recor of cub born in Maine in mid-
January. Utilizing the accepted gestation period of 7-71h month (Mat-
son, 1954) one deduce a breeding date in mid-June. Matson ( 1954) 
report the birth of young on January 3-4 in Pennsylvania. Apparent-
ly May June, or July depending on latitude arc the primary months 
of mating activity. 
Birth and Growth 
It i believed that the ma1onty of cub are born in Maine during 
mid-January. A record of a litter found January 27, 1943 (Smith 
L 946) near Calai , M aine, con i ted of 2 male and I female cub . One 
cub was about 9 inche long and weighed L pound 4 ounce · the other 
two were 8 inche long and weighed 1 pound 2 ounce each. These 
cub were at lea t everal day old. Another female with a litter of 
9 
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3 cub wa taken near Upton, Maine on February 27 1954. The c 
cub were well developed and weighed 4 Y2, 414 and 4 0! pounds 
respectively. They were e timated to be at least l month old when taken . 
By the time the cub leave the den at about 3 months of age, they 
probably weigh between 5 and 8 pound . Two record are on hand 
for ver:y small cub taken in Maine in the cour e of the project. The 
malle t wa an apparently abandoned female from Aroo took County 
weighing 3 pound when killed on May 28. Another mall female cub 
weighing 8 pound wa taken in Oxford County on June 5. The 3 
pound cub had a total length (from no e to tip of tail) of 18% inche . 
more typical record i one of 2 male cub from Aroo took ounty 
taken May 13 weighing 9 pound each. The latter cubs were 22 inches 
in total length. 
It become nearly impos ible to follow the growth rate pecifically 
after about 6 month . This i due largely to lack of an aging technique. 
Ba ed on various factor such a date of kill weight, and total length 
it appear that Maine cub may reach a weight of 45 to 95 pound 
and be 35 to 45 inche in total length by ovember or December. 
Data al o indicated that yearlings emerging from the den undergo a 
con iderable temporary weight lo s which is regained rapidly prior to 
denning the second time. Record of animal believed to be yearling 
(or more accurately l1/2 -year-olds) how live weight from 37 to J 2 1 
pound between July and December and length from 41 to 54 inche . 
The large t bear accurately ch eked during the tudy wa a male 
from Aroo took County shot September 17 1954, weighing 403 pound 
dre sed. The large t female wa an Oxford County pecimen with a 
dres ed weight of 310 pound . The latter was taken in ovember. 
Several report of bears over 40 pound were received but accurate 
information was not ava ilable. 
The number of cub per litter varie from l to 4 in Maine. Based on 
38 ob ervation by warden and biologi t , the average litter ize i 2.4 
young (Table I ). ome bias in these data may exi t ince the larger 
litter are more likely to be recorded or remembered. 
TABLE l . LITIER IZ 0 MAI E BEAR 
ub Frequency Per ent Total ubs 
I 3 7:9 3 
2 19 50.1 38 
3 14 36.8 42 
4 2 5.2 8 
38 100.0 91 
ve. 2.4 cub / litter. 
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Marking Posts 
A common habit of the black bear i the creation of marking po ts, 
or a more frequently called, "bear trees". Much has been written 
about these " ign posts'', but little i actually known about their pur-
po e. For no di cernible reason a bear will select a tree along his path 
and, while tanding on his hind legs, make everal claw or tooth marks 
in the bark at what appear to be his maximum reach. No particular 
pecie of tree is elected. The writer ha ob erved bear marks on 
yellow birch, white birch, aspen, balsam fir, white cedar and other . 
Variou observer believe them to be a sociated with territoriali m, 
the breeding eason, or imply a measuring post on which pa ing bears 
record their reach. Marks made by 2 or more bears on the same tree 
are not uncommon. 
Unit Range 
The size of the " unit" or "home" range of the individual black bear 
is not well known and undoubtedly varies with condition of topog-
raphy, food supply, etc. Cahalane (1947) uggests a 10 mile radiu 
for a female with cubs (about 300 sq. mi.) and a 15 mile radius (about 
700 q. mi.) for adult males, which are usually olitary except during 
the breeding season. In California the average range i thought to be 
about 5 miles in radius or aboul 78 square mile (Lyon, undated) . 
General ob ervation in Maine indicate that the range i similar to 
that in California. Certainly there i much overlapping of unit range 
- apparently with very little conflict. 
Hibernation or Dormancy 
Though characteri ticalJy undergoing a period of prolonged dor-
mancy, the bear is not a true hibe nator in comparison with ome of 
the burrowing rodentu The body proces e uch a re piration, pul c 
and temperature are not a reduced a in actual hibernating species. 
\_ 
I t appear rather a prolonged period of lethargy during which such 
normal functions as eating and excreting are di continued. 
The selection of the winter den ite in Maine does not follow any 
specific requirements other than that it be heltered and hidden. Denned 
or dormant bear have been found in Maine in coniferous swamp 
and flats as well as on hardwood ridge with various expo ures. A 
pocket in rocky ledges, a natural hollow or even the helter formed by 
the low hanging branche of a spruce or fir have been utilized for actual 
ne t ite . Usually these are such that winter snows tend to improve 
them. Dormant bear have been located in Maine by observing team 
i uing from the " moke hole" in the snow during cold weather. 
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T he fac to r cau ing dormancy in bea rs have been debated for year . 
t p re ent it i quite widely accepted that satiety and obe ity deter-
mine when a bear will den rather than snow depth and sub-freezing 
temperatures. By thi token bear may be ex pected to den earlier in 
year of bounti ful food supplie and to be abroad later in the fa ll dur ing 
lean yea r . Jn L953, a year of excellent food conditions, most bear 
had ret ired by ea rl y December. A number of veri fied ob ervation o[ 
bear sign th ro ughout the State during the first two week of April in 
1954 indicated a genera l exodu from the den about thi time. 
Food Habits 
T he diet of the black bea r may best be de cribed by aying that bea rs 
will eat nea rl y anything and everything that look , melt o r ta tes 
li ke food. T hi of cour e, includes a ll o rts of refu e fro m dump a 
great variety of wild and domestic vegetable foods, fi sh, ca rr ion, and 
both wild and dome tic animal When in ect , wild fruit , and mast 
are abundant, the e form the staple . Judging from the result of the 
presen t tudy, it is only an occa ional individua l, however, that ever 
develop the p redato ry habit. 
A would be expected, the food habit va ry greatly with the ea on. 
"rom the time of the bear's emergence from it winter den until the 
fir t berrie ripen i normall y the nl y period when food is in hort up-
ply. Q.ras e , edge , herbs and in ects are ma instay during this time. 
Garbage dumps and carrion from winter-kill ed animal a lso con titute 
important food sources in the spring. The ummer diet consi ts largely 
of uch item a bluebe rrie , ra pberries , bl ackberrie , wild chcrri e. 
and hazel nuts. When natura l food a re locally ca rce, bea rs are not 
aver e to ra iding a ecluded fi eld of ripening oa ts. In Virgini~he bea r 
ha a l o developed a taste fo r swe t corn . Only one verifi ed report o r 
feed ing on corn in M aine wa received during the study. In the fa ll , 
beechnut , aco rns and apple become fa vored item . The many wild 
trees and emi-abandoned appl o rchard furni h important food 
source . T he preference fo r ap of the Douglas Fir common on the we t 
coa t, ha not been ob erved as affecting any loca l timber pecies. In 
rega rd to animal matter in the bear' diet, it hould be empha ized 
that in ect are important throughout the year. Wasps, grub , ant 
and bees are continuall y on the menu . Jn a rea of high bear popula-
tions it i di ffic ul t to fi nd a rotten log o r tump that ha n't been vi ited 
by bear in earch of insect . 
Du ring the pre ent inve tiga tion, food habit were tudied in con-
junction with other pha e of the fi eld work. An alyses of sca t and 
stomach were fo r the most part carr ied out in the fi eld , a nd gross ti -
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mate of volume obtained. It wa originally anticipated that these 
analy e would be broken down into only 4 categorie -animal matter, 
in ect , vegetable matter, and tra h. The latter category would in-
clude dump refuse and twigs, bark, leaves, etc., inge ted coincidentally 
with food. As the work progressed it appeared de irable to make fur-
ther differentiation of food material as listed in Table 11. 
Food remain in 108 tomach and 377 scat were analyzed (Table 
IIA JIB, IIC, and Figure 2 and 3). In the table of summer food 
habit (Table I JB ) the " uncla ified vegetable matter" noted early in 
the project wa pro-rated among the other items. Thi ha not been 
done for the spring and fall ince there were in ufficient data to assure 
rea onable accuracy. 
Tabulation of food habit were made on a seasonal ba is to coincide 
with the progress of the growing eason. While the spring and fall data 
were relatively weaker, the high volume of animal food in the spring 
diet wa notable. U ually thi was al o the period of greate t damage 
to live tock. It reflects the general carcity of available food during 
the pring. 
It wa interesting to lea rn that of the year-round diet, only 8. 1 per 
cent wa animal matter. Of thi 8.1 per cent, insects and carrion made 
up 7.4 per cent leaving only 0.7 per cent for all other mi cellaneou ani-
mal food including both livestock and game (Table ll and Figure 3) . 
It eem evident the latter two items form only a very minor pa rt of 
the overall diet. No evidence of predation on deer was found although 
reports have been received which indicate that it does occur occa ion-
a lly. 
TA BLE JI A. PRING FOOD HABCTS OF MAI E B AR 
(A PRlL 16-JU E 15 ) '' 
Per cent Per cent 
Food ltem Frequency Occurrence Volume 
Anima l 
arr ion 
In ect 
Uncla ified 
Ant 
Bees 
Fly Larvae 
Beetles 
nowshoe Hare' 
Bird Remains 
Uncla sified 
R. quirrel 
11 
3 
7 
2 
2 
I 
2 
2 
Total Animal 24 
*Ba ed on 14 tomach and 46 cat analy es-1954 
**Trace-Le than 0.1 % 
13 
18.3 0.5 
5.0 18} 11.6 0.6 
I. 7 Trace 2.4 
3.3 Trace 
3.3 Trace 
1.7 2.3 
3.3 0.9 
3.3 0.5 
I. 7 Trace*'' 
40.0 33.0 
• 
SPRING FOOD HABITS (Concluded) 
Per cent 
Food Item F requency Occurrence 
Vegetable 
Gras and edge 22 36.6 
Uncla sified 15 25.0 
Misc. ( Browse) 12 20.0 
Balsa m ( Fir Needle ) 9 15.0 
Clover I 1.7 
Beech Buds 2 3.3 
Cherry Leave I. 7 
Beechnut 2 3.3 
Catkin 2 3.3 
Tota l Vegeta ble 45 75.0 
Other 
Mi c. T rash and Debri 18 30.0 
Tota l 
Per cent 
Volume 
2 1.1 
16.4 
I 1.5 
3.2 
2.3 
2.0 
I. I 
0.9 
0.6 
59. 1 
7.9 
7.9 
100.00 
TABL E HB. UMMER FOOD HABIT OF MAI E BEAR 
( JU E 16-SEPTEMBER 15) '" 
Food Item 
Animal 
In ects 
Ant ( incl. eggs) 
Beetles ( incl. la rvae) 
Bee ( incl. wax and honey ) 
Fl y la rvae 
Wasps ( incl. la rvae ) 
Unknown 
Carrion 
Unid . Bird Remain 
Chicken Remain 
Porcupine Hair and Quill 
Deer Ha ir 
Unidenti fied Meat 
Unidentified Blood 
Sheep Wool 
Bear Hair 
Snow hoe Hare 
Woodchuck 
Fox Ha ir 
Unidentified Hair 
Total Animal 
Per cent 
Frequency Occurrence 
14 
47 
11 
2 
4 
6 
14 
10 
2 
I 
3 
3 
2 
4 
106 
11.6 
2.7 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
3.5 
2.5 
0.5 
0.2 
0.2 
0.7 
0.7 
0.5 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
1.0 
26.2 
Per cent 
Volume 
30 } 0.3 
Trace 
Trace 
Trace 
0.4 
0.3 
Trace** 
Trace 
Trace 
Trace 
Trace 
Trace 
Trace 
Trace 
Trace 
T race 
Trace 
Trace 
3.3 
4.0 
Vegetable 
Apple 
Wild Cherry 
Blueberry 
Grasse and Sedge 
Raspberry and Blackberry 
Hazelnuts 
Oat 
Unidentified Seed 
Beechnut 
Spruce (needles) 
Fir ( needle ) 
Cinquefoi l 
Hdwd~ Buds 
Clover 
Rhubarb 
Strawberry Seed 
Dogwood Berries 
Currant 
Barley 
Wintergreen 
High Bush Cranberry 
Sorrel 
A pen Leaves 
Unidentified Bog Plant 
Potatoes 
Unidentified Root 
Unidentified Leave 
39 
85 
40 
41 
34 
22 
62 
13 
5 
3 
5 
I 
4 
3 
I 
4 
3 
I 
3 
3 
Total Vegetable 211 
Other 
Mi c. Trash and Debri (incl. 
garbage) 87 
9.7 19. I 
21.0 16.4 
9.9 10.3 
10.0 9.8 
8.4 9.3 
5.4 7.6 
15.3 6.4 
3.2 1.0 
1.2 0.2 
0.7 Trace 
1.2 Trace 
0.2 Trace 
J.0 Trace 
0.7 Trace 
0.2 Trace 
0.2 Trace 
0.2 Trace 
1.0 Trace 
0.7 Trace 
0.2 Trace 
0.2 Trace 
0.2 Trace 
0.2 Trace 
0.2 Trace 
0.7 Trace 
0.7 Trace 
0.2 Trace 
52.2 
21.6 
Tota l Trace Component 
Total 
*Based on 82 stomach and 322 cat analyse , 1953-54 
**Trace-less than 0. 1 % 
15 
80.1 
15.0 
99. l 
.9 
100.0 
, 
TABLE llC. FALL FOOD HABITS OF MAJ E BEARS 
( EPTEM BER 16-DE EMBER 15) * 
Per cent 
Food Item Freque ncy Occurrence 
Per cent 
Volume 
Anima l 
Carrion 
Jn ect 
Ants 
Bee (incl. wax and honey) 
Unidentified 
Total Animal 
Vegetable 
Beechnut 
Apple 
Gra se and edge 
Acorn 
Haze,lnuts 
Unidentified 
Oats 
Bittersweet 
Wild Cherry 
Pota toes 
Fir eed les 
Other 
Mi c. Tra h and Debris 
3 
2 
I 
2 
JO 
7 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 1 
8 
*Ba ed on 12 tomach and 9 cat analy es, 1953-54 
16 
14.3 
9.5 
4.9 
9.5 
47.8 
33.3 
9.5 
9.5 
9.5 
9.5 
4.9 
4.9 
4.9 
4.9 
4.9 
4.9 
100.0 
38.9 
9.0 
3.4) 
LO ) 
0.2) 
29. 1 
8.7 
2.6 
2.5 
1.9 
1.3 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.2 
0.1 
13.9 
48.8 
37.3 
Total 100.0 
{· 
Animal Matter 33 . o% {incl . Ins/ 
• 
. 
. 
~ 
Vegetable Matter 
')9, J.% 
SPRING 
(Based on lU stor.iachs, '16 scats) 
(April 15 - J une 15) 
Vegetable 
latter 
'18 . 8% 
FALL 
Vegetable atter 
80. 1% 
SUUMER 
(Based on 82 stomachs , 322 scats) 
(June 16 - Sept. 15) 
.,-- Animal !a tter 13 . 9% 
(incl. Insects) 
(Based on 12 stomachs , 9 scats) 
(Sept. 16 - Dec. 15) 
Figure 2. Seasonal Food Habits of Maine Bears, 1953- 54 
(Per e.ant by volume) 
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Vegetable Matter 
76.7% 
(Percent by volume based on 108 stomach and 377 scat analyses) 
Figure 3. Yearly Food Habits of <j.ine Bears , 1953-54 
Sex and Age Studies 
The development of a ati factory aging technique for bears would 
enable the determination of age class composition and thus yield valu-
able data on the rate of increase and general status of the bear popu-
lation. This appear to be, desirable if the bear i to be managed in-
telligently a the valuable resource it is. 
Age and growth studie were made by collecting various measure-
ment and weight from bear which were trapped or shot. The fol-
lowing pecific data were collected from 170 specimen : date and loca-
tion of kill, ex, live weight, total length, length and width of fore and 
18 
bind feet, average diameter of upper and lower canines at gum line, and 
no e pad width. 
Jn attempting to analy e the e data it oon became obvious that 
there existed much variation in the growth rate between individual 
specimens. . It was possible to arrange the data for total length, live 
weight, and no e pad width in eries commensurate with the date of 
kill. Jn this case the overlap of measurements of what appeared to be 
yea rlings, 2-year-olds and adults (particularly for females) precluded 
any accurate correlation with age. The variability in the canine tooth 
data was even more obviou . The mea urements were taken to the 
nearest 1/ 10 millimeter. Jt should be mentioned that the above data 
were collected by about 10 different workers and consequently the hu-
man error in colJection of data was corre pondingly magnified . It is 
the writer's belief that measurements of this nature for such a purpose 
sho uld be collected by a single technician in order to assure consistency. 
Another aspect of the age and growth studies was the collection of 
about 50 bear skull . Sub equent study of these specimen revealed 
the same difficulties encountered with the kill data . 
During the la t few weeks of the study, the work of Laws (1952) 
and Scheffer (1950) came to the writer's attention . These workers 
fo und that microscopically readable annuli or growth rings are la id 
down in the dentine of canine t eth in ome carnivores. The execu-
tion of this technique requires considerable laboratory equipment 
which was not avai lable for thi s study. However, gross cross sections 
of both an upper and lower canine tooth were prepared. The sections 
were taken from the tooth portion with the large t diameter. This 
appeared to be about at the gum line. Examination of these ections 
with both hand Jen and microscope revealed a definite pattern of con-
centric annuli within the dentine . The correlation of these annuli with 
age i hypothesized. The specimens, a prepared with an emery wheel 
and crocu cloth polishing, were not clearly readable. Cracks in the 
teeth were present or developed during preparation. It is suggested 
that if future tudies are conducted along these lines, fresh tooth speci-
mens be collected, preserved and prepared in accordance with the 
techniques utilized by Fisher and Mackenzie (1954) in connection with 
eal studies in Canada. This method show promi e as a means of ag-
ing bear . 
Another need in such future studie i a collection of known-age 
material from wild specimens. It is believed that this material could 
be collected feasibly by mean s of a live-trapping and marking program 
followed up by subsequent collection of data on marked bear from 
hunters and trappers. 
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The ex ratio of 236 pecimen wa 136 male : l 00 female or 57 .5 
per cent males and 42.5 per cent female . 
Di ca c and Parasite 
Information on di ea e and parn ite wa collected incidenta lly dur-
ing the study. Several ca e of para iti m were recorded. In each ca e 
the para ites were identified a round worm T oxascaris tran fuga. 
The e were found in tomach during routine autop y. From l to 25 
were present in individual bear . 
DISTRIBUTION, PAST AND PRESENT 
Hi torians mention the bear as being generally di tributed through-
out Maine in the early days of ettlement. However, as the inroad 
of civilization and agricultural development reduced it former haunt , 
its range rapidly receded to the northern wilderne ection of the 
State .. To ome extent at lea t it now appear that, like the deer, the 
bear ha learned to live with man and i commonly reported 25 to 50 
miles outhward of what i believed to have been it range of 50 year 
ago. o definite attempt ha been previously made to delineate occu-
pied bear range in Maine. Con equently, pa t di tribution i largely 
determined from conjecture an ob ervations made by the elder resi-
dent in their childhood. No attempt ha been made in the pre ent 
tudy to plot rece ion and exten ion of bear range over recent dec-
ades . 
The pre ent bear range (Figure 4) wa compiled through analy i of 
bounty and damage payment , the combined ob ervation of aU proj-
ect personnel, trapping and hunting record and the reports of other 
reliable ob erver . It will be noted that there are approximately 23 ,960 
quare mile of re ident bear range. Thi compri e 78 .8 per cent f 
the State's area excluding inland water. 
The non-bear range in Maine con i t largely of the southern-coa tal 
agricultural region . The hilly mountainou topography and a greater 
percentage of forested area , undoubtedly account for the outhward 
exten ion of the range in we tern Maine. It was noted in we tern 
Maine that the Andro coggin River Valley appeared to act omewhat 
a a natural boundary of the range. The bear population i certainly 
at a much lower den ity immediately outh and west of the River than 
just north and east of it. lt is possible that much of the bear popu la-
tion south of thi River may be the re ult of immigration from the 
direction of New Hamp hire to the we t. 
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Fi;;ure 4 
Bear Distribution 1954 
Resident bear ran' e 2J ,960 sq . 1r.i . 
(78 . 8%) 
Resident Bear Sta e Area 30, 410 sq . mi . (excl. 
Range inland waters) 
Probabl e Ca sual 
Range 
Nomadic Range 
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ABUNDANCE 
o wholly ati factory method ha been devised for censu ing the 
black ·bear. Therefore, the e ti mates of abundance and den sity of the 
Maine bear population a re based on multiple procedure de cribed 
herein. 
1t is known that the black bear ha a unit or "home" range covering 
a number of quare mile . A the food habit change with the eason , 
hifts occur in the population which tend to concentrate bears from 
any given locality into relatively small a rea of abundant feed. For 
example, in the pring of the year, a majority of the bear in a loca l 
area may be attracted to a heavy run of fi h in a maJl stream while in 
the ummer the e ame bear may be living in the vicinity of a large 
berry patch 3 or 4 mile away. These sea onally limited movement 
are mentioned to iUu trate the difficulties involved in attempting any 
randomized or sy tematic sampling procedure. 
Before attempting any cen us, the entire staff of field biologi t who 
were to engage in the work, convened in an area known to have a ize-
able bear population . During thi meeting, an effort was made to 
tandardize the interpretation of " bear ign ' for purpo e of e timat-
ing abundance. ' Bear ign " in thi in tance were confined to track , 
cats, marking po t and stump ~or king . (The latter refers to old 
tu mp and logs torn apart by bear in search of in ect Figure 5). 
Estimates of abundance varied con iderably throughout the State 
due to terrain , topography and general conditions. In ome area 
attempt were made to inventory tracks of bear coming to prepared 
bait . This proved moderately effective only in early summer before 
the wild fruit and berrie ripened . Random cruise of known mileage 
were al o made by foot and canoe, arid all ign noted. The biologi ts' 
e timates of the number of different bear cros ing the e line were 
totalled. Jn ome parts of the State careful inve tigation of ummer 
re ort dump , town dump and logging camp dumps proved fruitful 
ource of data. Reliable report of bear ighted by private individ-
ual were inve ligated. 
The re ult of these varied data are difficult to interpret and evaluate. 
The cruise line data are adaptable to analysis by the same technique 
utilized in the State-wide Game Inventory (Quick, 1953 ). The ba ic 
data and computed population are a follows. A total of 992.5 mile 
of bear lines was run which ampled over 20 per cent of Maine town-
hip known to be bear range. Sign of an e timated 41 7 bears were 
encountered on the e lines giving an average of 2.4 linear mile per 
bear or 0.42 bear per linear mile. Thi is de ignated a the "Game 
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Figure 5. Typical example of a stump demolished by a bear in search 
of in ects. (Photograph by H. S. Car on ) 
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Den ity Index" . According to the theory utiljzed, squaring thi figure 
(0.42) yield a bear den ity of 0.18 bear per square mile or 5.56 quare 
mile per bear. Sub equent multipUcation by the area of resident bear 
range (23 960 q. mi.) gives an estimated population of 4,224 bear . 
The e figures appear quite con ervative and weU within probability 
ba ed on the experience of field workers. The e timate of 4 ,224 bear 
doe not include bear within the casual or nomadic range indicated 
under di tribution. lt i intere ting to note that the increa ed volume 
of data ba ed on crui e line since the initial report of this project (Job 
Completion Report, P-R Project 37-R-3 , Job 12) ha reduced thi e ti-
mate from 6,715 to the pre ent figure. 
Another method for obtaining an e timate of the bear population 
which help to check the other data is as follow : 
A ssumptions : (1) a table population and (2) no natu ra l 
mortality. 
Computations : 
L. The annual known kill i approximately 1, 100 
2. Of the 1,100, 22.4 per cent are cub (ob erved adult: 
cub ratio 3.5:1) 
3 . Thus a minimum population figure would be computed : 
22.4 % 
100% 
or 
1, 100 
Population 
I 10,000 ...;- 22.4 = 4,910 
4. In a table population the annual crop (the cub ) 
equal the Jo s (kill and natural mortality) 
5 . Jn Maine the population i believed to be increa ing 
6 . Thu the cub crop must exceed the los 
7. Therefore, the total population necessary to produce a 
cub crop over 1, 100 must be higher than 4,910 
Additional factor and data indicate an actual population figure con-
iderably higher than those computed ( 4,224 and 4,910). In the ca e 
of expanded sample data ( 4,224), there were an unknown number of 
bears in the area indicated by casual and nomadic record which wa 
not included in the sample area. 
The 22.4 per cent rate of increa e (ba ed on 366 records) appear 
higher than mo t workers have uspected . Jf, due to insufficient data 
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this figure exceed the actual rate of increa e a la rger population would 
again be indicated . lt i po ible that female with cub may be more 
u ceptible to hunting or trapping. If o, it wou ld tend to produce 
bias toward a higher reproductive rate. From aU ob ervations on hand, 
however it does appear that the rate of increase in Maine i higher 
than the 10 per cent propo ed by Seton ( 1928) and the common belief 
of many wildlife technicians. Additional upporting evidence appear 
in the average litter ize of 2.4 young ba ed on 38 ob ervation . 
Taking into account all factors and data, the Maine bear population is 
probably somewhere between 5,000 and 7 000 and increasing. lt i in-
tere ting to note that in a erie of comprehen ive game abundance 
interview (Spencer, 1953) with 145 wood men, 53 .7 per cent of the 
respondent believed that the bear population wa increasing, 37 .9 per 
cent thought it wa table and only 8.4 per cent fe lt it wa decrea ing. 
DEPREDATIONS 
Damage Claims and love tigation 
U nder exi ting Jaw the State Department of Agriculture pay ap-
proved claim for wild animal or dog damage to live tock or poultry, 
but not for damage to crop . To file a claim, the property owner mu t 
report the damage to a local, authorized official ( u ually fir t electman , 
town manager, or chief of police. The official then inve tigate and 
forward hi report with the claim to the Department of Agriculture . 
If the claim appear irregular exorbitant or fraudulent the Department 
conducts a supplemental inve tigation with it own personnel. 
The present tudy revealed that local authoritie inve tigating claim 
u ually interviewed the claimant for pertinent information and fol-
lowed thi with a vi it to the area and in pection of the damage. The e 
inve tigations were u ually made promptly upon report of the damage. 
However, it should be pointed out that io the ca e of beep damage, 
occa ion ally the owner did not di cover the damage until con iderable 
time after it occurrence. In some in tance up to a month may have 
elap ed between the happening of the damage and it inve tigation . 
The inve tigator in such ca e i faced with a very difficult rroblem in 
attempting to accurately evaluate the claim. 
Frequently, the local investigator is faced with a ituation in which 
damage has obviou Ly occurred but which he i unable to a ign to a 
particular predator. From the tandpoint of the law regarding pay-
ment it makes no difference and often little effort i made to determine 
whether dog or bear cau ed the damage. 
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Types of Damage Found 
Domestic Animals. The nature of bear damage ca es may best be 
illustrated by a brief re ume of 60 investigations conducted during the 
tudy (Figure 6) . Of these 60 ca es, 42 were Jjvestock and involved 
heep, cattle, hogs, goat , and turkeys. Sheep are by far the mo t com-
monly attacked animals and accounted for 32 of the inve tigation . 
The e 32 sheep ca e involved from one to 23 sheep and totalled 77 ani-
mal reported as ki lled by bear . Biologi ts inve tigations, made prior 
Corn 
'd Oats 
., 
ISi 
., 
E Cattle 
"' !=I 
I» 
.., Sheep J.< 
., 
p, 
0 
J.< Goats p.. 
'H 
0 
., !l'urkeys 
p, 
I» 
E< Apiaries 
Miscellaneous 
0 10 20 
Number of Occurrences 
(cases) 
F igure 6. Occurrence of 60 bear damage ca es, J 953-54 
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to receipt of the claim by the Agriculture Department, indicated that, 
for at lea t 20 of these sheep, the damage wa o old no ound conclu-
ion could be drawn. Of the remainder, 33 were conclu ively bear 
kill , one a natural death , and 23 heep and one goat appeared to rep-
re ent a fraudulent inve tigation by local authoritie . 
Report of 8 ca e in which 10 cattle were killed or injured 'howed 5 
by bear , 3 unknown 1 probably human thieves and 1 barbed wire tear. 
The latter two claims were later rejected by the Agriculture Depart-
ment. The ingle ca e involving turkeys and hogs were legitimate 
bear damage and concerned only 1 hog and 2 turkeys. The single goat 
claimed Jo t to bear is included with the beep ca es above. 
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The method of a bear's attack on cattle or heep apparently varies 
somewhat with the conditions and probably with individual bears. All 
of the cattle kill by bears investigated during the study indicated a 
broken neck. A very severe brui e and variou claw mark around the 
head and neck were typical (Figue 7). It is assumed that the bear 
breaks the animal neck with one or more powerful blow of the fore-
paw. Thi method of killing has al o been observed in grizzly bear . 
KilJing of sheep may apparently be accomplished by a bite through the 
neck as noted in Virginia (Davenport, 1953) or again by a blow of the 
forepaw as indicated by ome Maine kill . It is conjectured that when 
in the midst of a flock of heep a bear may kill everal rapidly with 
fo repaw blow whereas when a single beep is attacked the bite through 
the neck or pine may be used . Commonly the carcas i dragged or 
carried to ome nearby, concealed location and con urned at lei ure. 
Often the udder (if a female) and brisket and stomach are the first 
parts consumed. Frequently, the bear will hide and cover part of its 
ki ll and return at a later date for another meal. Occa ionally bear 
appear to kill for the ake of killing as little or nothing i eaten. It was 
fou nd in Virginia (Davenport, 1953) that only adult male turned 
tock-kilJers. In Maine, it i believed that female a well a male may 
kill. One record indicate a kille bear was accompanied by a cub and 
wa a urned to be a female. A female stock-ki lling bear i al o report-
ed from California (Seton 1928). 
ln typical situations bear damage to heep occurs in back pa ture 
well removed from occupied dwelling . Often such pa ture are bor-
dered on one or more ides by woods or may even include a wooded 
ection. Fence are u ualJy little or no ob tacles to a bear. Sheep are 
turned into the e pa ture in the pring and removed in the fall. Jt 
ha been noted during Maine tudie that bear prefer a concealed 
approach to a feedi ng area. Thu they will make u e of a corner of 
wood or line of brush leading to a group of live tock or to the edge of 
an orchard or oat field. Where it is possible for farmers to give thi 
point due con ideration in pasturing or planting, it might reduce dep-
redations. 
Cultivated Crop Damage. De pite the fact that no claims for bear 
damage to crops are payable, 8 ca e were investigated during the 
tudy. Seven of the e concerned oat damage and one corn. Corn 
damage i rare in Maine but oat field are quite coffimonly raided by 
bear . Jn typical ca es bears approach a field of oats (usually in the 
milk tage) by means of a well concealed approach and feed along the 
edge. Occasionally they will wallow out 50 yard or o into the field. 
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Figure 7. Typical example of a cow killed by a bear. Note claw marks on the neck. 
( Photograph by the author) 
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Far more damage results from trampling than actual feeding (Figure 
8). The extent of the damage usually depends on the number of bear 
using the field and the number of times they visit it. In the 8 cases 
investigated, damage estimates ranged from $5 to $50. In one ex-
ample, where at least 5 pears were known to have been feeding off and 
on for at least a week, damage was estimated at less than $ 15. 
Situations similar to those noted in livestock pastures appeared con-
ducive to oat damage. Most fields raided by bears were well away 
from dwellings and bounded or adjoined by woods. Another factor 
which apparently influences the overall extent of oat damage is the 
scarcity or abundance of natural foods at that season in any particular 
ear. In average or bountiful years there is usually an abundance of 
such items as mLast and berries in August and September. The increased 
reports of oat damage in 1954 is believed to be a direct reflection of 
failure of the August and September berry and mast crops. 
Other crops damaged by bears include blueberries and apple trees. 
Apple tree damage is usually caused by breaking the limbs and 
branches of the trees . Most apple damage occurs to wild or abandoned 
trees and rarely to managed orchards. Some damage to commercial 
blueberry crops occurs annually. The extent of this is not known but 
is not believed to reach significant proportions. 
Miscellaneous. Various type of property damage, including bee-
hives, are grouped under this category. Such cases follow no pattern 
and are the result of bears being opportunists. Some examples are 
provided by 8 investigations which involved the following: a car run-
ning into a bear (rare), robbing logging camps' meat houses, and vari-
ous degrees of damage to unoccupied camps and dwellings . Two in-
vestigations of apiary damage also gave l.ittle evidence of any particular 
pattern . In one instance, 2 out -Of 5 hives were destroyed near a back-
woods hovel. The owner Lived alone in an abandoned one-room school-
house and at no place were the woods over 50 feet from the building. 
The hives were situated around the edge of the clearing. This damage 
occurred in the spring of 1953 and similar damage recurred in 1954. 
The surrounding area has a high bear population. The other bee dam-
age case was atypical in that a bear wandered into town and destroyed 
7 hives before being shot. 
Distribution and Cost of Damage Payments 
The distribution of payments for bear damage from 1950 through 
1953 (fiscal years) is presented in Figure 9, Appendix B and Appendix 
C. Tt will be noted from a study of these and Figure 3 ( Bear Distri-
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Figure 8. Typical oat damage by bears. Trampling caused far more damage 
than actual eating of the oats. ( Photograph by the author ) 
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bution) that damage is confined to a limited belt extending eastward 
and northward across the State and constitutes only a portion of the 
State's bear range. T he reasons for this are obvious when land use 
patterns are considered. T he bear damage belt coincides with the 
transitional belt between the southern agricultu ra l region and the 
northern timberland . Southward of this belt bears become progres-
sively less numerous and northward in the wilderness area there is 
little opportuni ty for bears to attack livestock or crea te other damage. 
T be annual cost of payments for bear damage fro m 1946 th rough 
1960 ranged fro m a low of about $2600 in 1957 to a high of $15 ,000 
in 1946 and averaged approximately $7600 over the 15 year period. 
Payments for bear damage to livestock are compared to those for other 
wild animals in Table Ill. These payments are made by the State 
Depa rtment of Agricultu re from dog license revenues. 
Recommendations 
In view of the above findings it is recommended that where losse 
occur, damage claims should continue to be paid. 
Table ID. Payments for Bear Damage Compared to Those for Dogs, Bobcats, 
F oxes and Other Wild Animals, Maine 1946-1960 
(Sheep and other livestock exclusive of poul try ) 
Fiscal 
Year Bear Dog Bobcat Fox Other Total 
1946 $ 15,009 .00 $ 9, 120.00 0 $ 35 .00 0 $ 24, 164.00 
1947 13,09 1.00 8,567.00 0 0 0 2 1,658 .00 
1948 8,245.00 11 ,086.00 $ 180.00 0 0 19,5 1 1.00 
1949 12,639.00 7,684.00 144.00 0 0 20,467.00 
1950 5,729.00 6,497 .00 175 .00 10.00 0 12,4 1 1.00 
1951 8, 164.00 7, 16 1.00 29-0. 0 317.00 0 15,932.00 
1952 9,965 .00 I 0,361.00 105 .00 270.00 0 20,701.00 
1953 7,60 1.00 11 ,335.50 890.50 324.00 $ 30.25 ''' 20, 18 1.25 
1954 3, 170.40 7,970.57 260.00 120.00 5.00 ''"''* 1.1,525.97 
1955 6,699.50 8,269.81 358.00 177.50 12.00*** j 5,516.81 
1956 5, 141.00 5,52 1.72 240.0 50.00 0 10,952.72 
1957 2,595.00 6,915.50 167.00 103.00 21.00* 9,801.50 
1958 6,022.50 8,58 1.85 45.00 87.50 4.50** 14,741.35 
1959 5,060.50 9,689.72 452 .00 47.00 65 .50 '"'' * 15,3 14.72 
1960 4,734.75 I 0,378.00 0 16.00 40.00 ''''"'' 15 . 168.75 
Total 113 ,866.65 129 , 138.67 3,306.50 1,557.00 178.25 248,047.07 
Average 7,591. 1 l 8,609.24 220.43 103.77 I l.88 16.536.47 
* Mi nk 
''"'' Weasel 
**'''Coon 
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BOUNTIES 
The effect, value, and desirability of bounties has been discussed and 
studied for many years. Commonly bounties have been established for 
the purpose of reducing a predator or vermin type of population with 
the belief that they would alleviate damage caused by the species in-
volved. In some cases it has been in the interests of protecting more 
desirable ga me and in others for the protection of human property 
( li vestock, etc.). It is generally conceded that the serious disadvan-
tages of bounty systems greatly outweigh the limited advantages. 
F igure 10. Bear cub killed for bounty in Oxford County, February, 
1954, weight 4 \/,a lbs. ( P otograph by the aut hor) 
Briefly, arguments in favor of bounties are that: (1) at least under cer-
tain circumstances there is an increased kill of the predatory animal; 
(2) some additional revenue is offered rural populations; (3) some in-
creased interest in trapping and hunting is provided ; ( 4) there are 
limited but questionable educational benefits; and (5) additional ma-
terial is provided for scientific studies. Objections to the bounty sys-
tem may be summarized : ( 1) they do not encoµrage concentration of 
effort against individual livestock and game killers; (2) they do not 
encourage work when and where needed ; ( 3 ) they permit hunters or 
trappers to concentrate their efforts on certain seasons of the year, 
which may not correspond to periods of most severe damage; ( 4) they 
do not provide means of meeting emergencies; ( 5) they lead to various 
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fraudulent practices; and ( 6) a bounty must be high to be effective in 
reducing a predator population (Adapted from Latham, 1951 ). 
In considering bears, a species of low breeding potential, it seem 
more likely that a bounty does act as a limiting factor on population 
growth. That a $15 bounty does not reduce a bear population or even 
entirely prohibit its increase is amply evidenced by the present thriv-
ing condition of the Maine bear herd. Th us if a bounty ~s to achieve 
reduction of the bears in Maine it appears necessary to increase it to 
some unknown point at greatly added expense. Unfortunately, it i 
not as simple as this and additional factors must be considered. Per-
hap prime among these is the question of whether or not a bounty will 
reduce the damage. Present evidence shows that it does not. It i 
an accepted fact that only certain bears ever develop the stock-killing 
habit. Consequently, any number of bears may be trapped and boun-
ties collected without allevi at ing the damage until the destructive in-
F ig ure l J . T re nds in U e ar H:tr,·est. U:uuuµ;e :11ul Bounties 
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dividual is taken. Conversely if the nuisance bear is taken first any 
additional bounties are wasted. Also under a bounty system it is nat-
ural for trappers to concentrate their efforts in areas of high popula-
tions. These do not necessarily coincide with areas sustaining exten-
sive damage. It will be noted from Figure 11 that many bounties have 
been paid on bears well removed from any damage area. 
A comprehensive analysis and report on all bounties and damages 
was prepared in conjunction with P-R Project W-37-R-2, by N. W. 
Fellows, Jr. To prevent repetition, only salient features are presented 
herein . 
TA BLE IV. ANNUAL COST OF BEAR BOU1 T IES; MAINE 1946-1958. 
0 . Bounty 
Yea r1 Bea rs Cost 
1946 J,036 @ 10.00 $ 10,360 
1947 898 @ 15.00 13,470 
1948 446 6,690 
1949 672 10,080 
1950 1,089 16,335 
195 1 895 13,425 
1952 1,096 16,440 
1953 759 11 ,385 
1954 5 19 7,785 
1955 1,074 16, l I 0 
1956 1,034 15,5 10 
1957 536 8,040 
1958 1592 2,385 2 
1959 
Total 10,213 148,0 15 
Average 838 3 . 12, 136'l 
1 Fiscal (July I-June 30 ) for bounties: calendar year for kill. 
Calcula ted 
Kill 
(Questionnaire) 
l ,450 
1, LOO 
1,225 
1,690 
l , l1 8 
1,250 
1,860 
2,275 
1,875 
1,900 
1,4 10 
1,675 
18,828 
l ,569 
2 Includes 44 days oaly, from Jul y I-August 13 · afte r which bounty payments 
ceased. 
a Exclusive of 1958. 
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Figure 12 
Comparison of Dis t ribution 
of Bounty and Damage 
Claims 
E2':J Botinty Claims 
~ Damage Claims 
Between 1946 and August 13, 1957 over 10,000 bears were bountied 
at a cost of more than $ 148,000 (Table IV ). This averaged in excess 
of $12,000 for about 840 bears annually. It is gratifying to note that 
since the original printing of this bulletin in 1955 the 98th, 99th and 
lOOth State Legislatures have seen fit to abolish bounty payments for 
bear. This represents an estimated savings exceeding $46,000 to date. 
Many people who favored the bear bounty fe lt that its removal would 
shortly result in rapid increase in bear numbers with a subsequent in-
crease in damage claims. Though it has been but a short fo ur years 
since abo li shment of the bounty, records of damage and of the annual 
bear harvest indicate that there has not been an increase in damage 
claims despite a general trend toward a slightly larger bear population 
(as indicated by the gradually increasing kill illustrated in figure 10.) 
T he latter fac t in itself is interesting. It might logically be assumed 
that removal of the bounty would result in fewer bears being harvested. 
Yet Table IV and Figure 10 indicate that, in three out of fo ur years 
since the bounty ceased, the estimated bear harvest has exceeded the 
long term average. Obviously, bears are being harvested in comparable 
numbers-bounty or no bounty. Based on the foregoing facts there 
can be no valid reason for reinitiating the bear bounty. In fact all 
evidence indicates that wild animal bounties of any nature have no 
place in the Pine Tree State. The wisdom of recent legis latures in 
keeping the black bear-great game animal that he is-bounty free, 
is unquestionable. 
RECREATIONAL AND ECONOMIC VALUES 
The recreational va lue of the bear in Maine is impossible to assess 
in dollars and cents. Bears have a strong public appeal and in Maine, 
as elsewhere, they symbolize the'. deep woods to many, many people. 
The black bear is the mascot and symbol of the University of Maine. 
The universal appeal of bears is capitalized on in Maine's publicity 
campaign through "Smokey", the fire-fighting bear used on posters 
and as a talking, anim ated model. A number of summer resorts ad-
verti se opportunities to observe bears nearby and numerous tourists, 
local residents, and photography fans avail themselves of these chance . 
The bear thus has a high esthetic va lue. _ ,Sett,.· "IJ MttJ.yc.-
Many resident and non-resident hunters consider the bear a highly 
desirable game trophy, worthy of their most strenuous efforts. The 
writer has seen more than 30 hunters in a deer camp forget about deer 
and concentrate on bears when one of their party was fortunate enough 
to bag a bruin. Frequently, he has heard hunters avow they'd rather 
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FIGURE 13 
D I STRIBUTION OF 3839 BEAR 
BOUNTIES , 1950· 53 FISCAL 
YEARS 
( ONE DOT REPRESENTS ONE 
BEAR ) 
shoot one bear than all the deer in the State. Nearly all sporting camps 
in the bear range offer the chance of bagging a bear as an additional 
attraction though little emphasis is actually placed on bear hunting. 
The major reason for the latter situation is the low possibility of success. 
Very few guides have sufficient knowledge of bear habits and haunts 
to offer their "sports" more than a remote possibility of getting a shot. 
Both bear and deer hunting in Maine are largely still-hunting proposi-
tions. The bear is extremely wary and difficult to bag in this manner. 
In the past 4 or 5 years, "hound-dog" men have shown increasing in-
terest in hunting bears with their packs. Although success has been 
low to date, this method will probably become more popular and suc-
cessful as experience is gained. Detailed knowledge of the hunting 
area and the habits of the bears in it will contribute to greater success 
in hunting with dogs. 
Unfortunately, the value of bear meat and hides is little realized 
among Maine residents. Through association and familiarity with 
some of the animal's more unpleasant characteristics a stigma has be-
come attached to eating bear meat. The meat of a young animal, prop-
erly killed, dressed, and prepared, is highly palatable. Many people 
have enjoyed bear steak without knowing what they were eating. The 
demand for hides, of course, is largely nil with the exct?ption of trophy 
seekers. There is no denying th t a well-made bear rug adds something 
to a man's den. 
Negative economic aspects of bounties and damage claims have al-
ready been discussed. It appears they can be much reduced. 
Additional indication of the economic value of the black bear is the 
annual traffic and sale of trapped bears to homeward bound sportsmen. 
Since $15 .00 bounties are paid over most of the State, the trapper can 
collect his bounty, then sell the bear to a non-resident for $25.00 to 
$100.00. In Franklin County alone, at least 40 bears were sold during 
the 1953 hunting season. The price ranged from $20 to $100 and 
averaged $35. The bears ranged from 38 to 375 pounds, and averaged 
125 pounds dressed weight. Such is the market for bears that a num-
ber of professional trappers or hunters take bears throughout the year 
and hold them in cold storage for sale during the season. 
Although the recreational and economic value of the bear in Maine 
is appreciable, it in no way approaches its real potential. The laws 
affecting bears indirectly class them as vermin by paying a bounty and 
providing no seasons, bag limits, or other restrictions as to the time or 
method of taking. Sound publicity on the sporting potential of the 
bear would undoubtedly result in greatly increased recreational and 
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related economic values. Other state have found this to be a sound 
economic and biological practice. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The short 18-month period covered by the black bear investiga tion 
was too brief to permit collection of sufficient data and information on 
which to base a comprehensive management plan . Ample data, how-
ever, have been gathered to permit the formulation of certain general 
management measures particularly those concerned with corrective 
legislation . lf such measures are carried out, they will lead natura lJy 
to a need for further management based on additional research. Some 
a pects, such as food habits, distribution, bountie and damages have 
been adequately investigated for the present. Other phases such a 
populat ion trends, abundance e timates, aging techniques, unit range, 
and others require additional research. With these factors in mind the 
fo llowing recommendations are made : 
1. In view of it exce sive cost and failure to accomplish any de-
sirable objective the bounty on bears should be permanently 
aboli hed throughout the State . 
2. Where losses occur damag claims should continue to be paid . 
3. The trapping and sa le of bear in this State should continue to 
be allowed until such time as enough hunters are interested and 
capable of obtaining an adequate harvest. 
4 . The bear should be publioized as a potenti al game and trophy 
species. 
5. The study should be contin'ued to form a permanent part of the 
State 's big game studie . Work should be directed to correct 
some of the inadequacies mentioned above. Thought should 
be given to utilizing research facilities at the University of 
Maine to perform re earch on selected phases of the problem. 
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SUMMARY 
1. Distribution studies of the black bear in Maine showed that ap-
proximately 79 per cent of the State supports a resident bear popu-
lation. Casual and nomadic range cover an even larger area. 
2. No reliable method was devised for measuring the density or rela-
tive abundance of the bear. State-wide population estimates were 
computed by means of the technique utilized in the game inven-
tory and on a basis of the observed increase rate of 22.4 per cent. 
These techniques yielded minimum estimates of 4,229 and 4,910 
bears respectively. The actual population was estimated to be 
between 5,000 and 7,000 in the State. 
3. An adult: cub ratio of 3.5:1 or 22.4 per cent cubs was computed 
on a basis of 366 records. 
4. The sex ratio of 236 specimens was 136 males: 100 females or 57.5 
per cent males and 42.5 per cent females. 
5. The average litter size, compiled from 38 records, was 2.4 cubs per 
litter. 
6. A series of skulls and kill ata were collected and analysed in an 
attempt to determine an aging technique. The ranges of variabil-
ity of individual bears were found to preclude aging with the avail-
able information. 
7. Gross cross sections of the canine teeth showed a pattern of annuli , 
which are probably related to age. With refined techniques and 
further study this method o! (lging shows promise. 
8. Gross food habits were studied and the diet compiled on a basis of 
377 scat and 108 stomach content analyses. The year-round food 
habits consisted of 8.1 per cent animal matter (including 7.4 per 
cent insects) , 76.7 per cent vegetable matter and 15.2 per cent 
other material. These data were presented in tabular form . 
9. Bear depredations occurring during the study were investigated . 
The most significant damage by bears was the killing of sheep. 
Occasionally evaluation was difficult due to time lapse between dam-
age and investigation . Damage usually occurred in more remote 
rural areas to unprotected flocks grazing in or near the woods. No 
evidence of deer being killed by bears was found during the course 
of the study. 
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10. The recreational and esthetic values of the bear in Maine were dis-
cussed. Many sportsmen have a high regard for the bear as a game 
species and are willing to spend sizeable sums to hunt it. 
11 . The distribution and economics of bear damage and bounty claims 
were analyzed. The data are presented in table and map fo rm. 
F indings indicate that the bounty costs the State an expense in 
excess of $12,000 yearly and that bear damage costs average over 
$10,000 annually. 
12. Recommendations were made pertinent to future studies of the 
bear and legislative measures to improve management of the bear 
in Maine. They include the following : 
a. removal of the bounty, 
b. continuance of payment of damage claims, 
c. publicizing the bear as a potential game and trophy species, 
d. continuing to allow the trapping and sale of bears until 
such time as an adequate harvest can be obtained by 
hunting only, 
e. continuation of research investigations. 
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APPENDIX A 
COMMON A D SCIENTIFIC NAMES USED 1 THE TEXT 
Ants 
Bees 
Wasps 
INSECTS 
( Camponotus sp. ) 
( Hym enoprera ) 
Fly larvae 
Beetles 
( Hymenoprera) 
( Diprera) 
( Coleoptera) 
Balsam Fir 
Grasses 
Sedges 
Beech 
Clover 
Wild Cherry 
Blueberry 
Raspberry 
Beach berry 
Hazel 
Spruce 
Ci nquefoil 
Strawberry 
Oats 
Barley 
Dogwood 
Currant 
Wintergreen 
High Bush Cranberry 
Aspen 
Sorrel 
Bittersweet 
Apples 
Rhubarb 
Potatoes 
MAMMALS 
Snowshoe Hare ( Lepus america1111s) 
Red Squirrel (Sciums hudsonicus) 
Porcupine ( Ererhizon dorsa tum ) 
Deer ( Odocoileus virginianus) 
Woodchuck (Manno/a monax ) 
Red Fox ( Vulpes fu/ va) 
PLANTS 
44 
(A bi es balsamifera) 
( Gramineae) 
(Cyperaceae) 
( Fagus grandifo/ia) 
( Trifolium sp.) 
( Pr111111s sp.) 
(Vaccinium spp.) 
(Rubus idaeus) 
( Rubus sp.) 
( Cory /us sp.) 
(Picea sp.) 
( Potenrilla sp.) 
( Fragaria sp.) 
(Avena sativa) 
( Hordeum sp.) 
(Cornu sp.) 
( Ribes sp.) 
( Gaultheria procumbens) 
( Virburnum opulus) 
( Populus sp.) 
(Rumex sp. ) 
( Celasrms scandens) 
(M(i/us sp.) 
(Rheum rhaponricum) 
(Solanum ruberosum) 
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DISTRlSUTlON or PAYMENTS 
F'OR SH t::Ef' D AMAGED HY 
HEARS. 1,H-~J FISCAL. Yl:AR 
• 
STATE•"° MAINE 
l11W10F16t!&.6.u1c 
Am't. 
$ 60 
2150 
867 
40 
! 60 
460 
902 
1780 
264 
$6683 
DAMAGED BY BEAR IN 1951-52' FISCAL YEAR 
(Numbers r e present dollar values ) 
46 
47 
STATE,.... MAU1[ 
1"1Af'!D f111t1 ~6.v\c 
Co. Arn't. 
$2569 
1410 
100 
218 
540 
560 
1669 
15 
90 
$7171 
(Numbers represent dollar value s) 
I 
STATE o .. MAINE 
IM IAAD Fi&M 6.6.t.Mc 
Co. Am 't. 
$20 89 
9 16 
74 
9 20 
152 
883 
20 
273 
$ 5327 
DAllAGEll BY BEARS IN 1949-50 FISCAL YEAR 
(Numbers repres ent dollar values) 
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APPENDlX C. PAYMENTS FOR BEA R DAMAG E TO LLVE-
STOCK OTHER THAN SHEEP FOR FJSCAL YEARS 
1950, 1951 , 1952, and 1953 
Aroostook County 
Pittsfield 
Penobscot County 
Bangor 
Bangor 
Exeter 
Garland 
Greenville 
Mt. Chase 
TOTAL 1950 $442 
Franklin County 
Kingfield 
Kingfield 
Fa rmington 
Wilton 
Kennebec County 
Clinton 
Piscataquis County 
Greenvi lle 
Orneville 
Somerset County 
Merce r 
Washington County 
Codyville 
Lubec 
TOTAL 1951 $ 1, 15 8 
1950 
1 heifer 
10 pigs 
l ca lf 
I heifer 
I heifer 
I pig 
l steer 
COUNTY TOTAL 
1951 
1 steer 
4 heifers 
l goat 
1 heifer 
cou TY TOTAL 
1 heifer 
1 pig 
I heifer 
COUNTY TOTAL 
1 ca lf 
I bull 
1 heife r 
COUNTY TOTAL 
49 
$ 125 
$ 57 
15 
65 
LOO 
25 
55 
$3 17 
$ 150 
31 5 
25 
200 
$690 
$ 100 
$50 
8 
$58 
$ 100 
$ 60 
150 
$2 10 
I 
Aroostook County 
Moro Pit. 
Monticello 
Hersey 
Monticello 
Cyr Pit. 
Franklin County 
Chesterville 
New Vineyard 
Phillips 
Oxford County 
Pari 
Penobscot County 
Stacyvi lle 
Stacyville 
Stacyville 
Piscataquis County 
Atkin son 
Dover 
Somerset County 
Athens 
TOTAL 1952 
Aroostook County 
Bancroft 
Grand Isle 
Hersey 
Houlton 
Madawaska 
Westfield 
Weston 
$1,452 
1952 
1 bull 
1 heifer 
1 heifer 
7 pigs 
1 calf 
COUNTY TOTAL 
l calf 
1 pig 
l heifer 
COUNTY TOTAL 
1 calf 
3 pigs 
1 heifer 
1 ca lf 
cou TY TOTAL 
calf 
ca lf 
COUNTY TOTAL 
2 calves 
1953 
1 cow 
] cow 
1 calf 
I ca lf 
1 calf 
5 heifers 
I ca lf 
COUNTY TOTAL 
50 
$117 • 
200 
100 
150 
80 
$647 
$ 45 
30 
150 
$225 
$ LS 
$225 
125 
] 5 
$365 
$ 20 
125 
$145 
$55 
$200 
225 
60 
40 
30 
500 
300 
$1355 
Franklin County 
Industry 
Phillips 
Penobscot County 
Patten 
Somerset County 
A then 
ew Portland 
Washing ton County 
Lubec 
TOTAL 1953 $2,210 
1 heifer $200 
1 heifer 200 
COUNTY TOTAL $400 
1 calf $125 
1 heifer $ 80 
l heifer 125 
COUNTY TOTAL $205 
1 heifer $ 125 
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DISTIUBUTION Of' 1'59 llE 
f"OP. 80UNTY 195l AJlS Kll.U:D 
·U FISCAL YCAR 
(0..edotrepreuntoo.,•b•uJ 
• 
,, 
STATC •"' MA111t 
l"\Af'IO F'DMl6.u1C 
Co. No. 
Z89 
8 
45 
81 
ZlZ 
165 
Z33 
63 
1096 
l , 096 B EARS KILLED 
FOR B OUNT Y 195 1 - 5 Z FISCAL YEAR 
(One dot r e p r ese nt s one b ear ) 
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I 
gs 
54 
STATt •'" MAirtC 
lrnNto F•l6.u"lr 
Co. No. 
225 
64 
25 
56 
193 
I 25 
I 27 
80 
895 
(One dot r e pr e s e nts one b ear) 
1 
55 
STATC •"" MAll'IE 
ln!.AAD Fe.1&.CiArlc 
No. 
260 
81 
38 
119 
217 
119 
150 
105 
1089 
(One dot represents one bear) 
• 
Date Due 
D emeo 29-~-5 
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